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Abstract

There is a wealth of digital data currently being gathered by commercial and private concerns that could supplement academic research. To unlock this data it is important to gain the trust of the companies that hold the data as well as showing them how they may benefit from this research. Part of this trust is gained through established reputation and the other through the technology used to safeguard the data. This paper discusses how different technology frameworks have been applied to safeguard the data and facilitate collaborative work between commercial concerns and academic institutions. The paper focuses on the distinctive requirements of e-Social Science: access to large-scale data on behaviour in society in environments that impose confidentiality constraints on access. These constraints arise from both privacy concerns and the commercial sensitivities of that data. In particular, the paper draws on the experiences of building an intercontinental Grid - INWA - from its first operation connecting Australia and Scotland to its subsequent extension to China across the Trans-Eurasia Information Network - the first large-scale research and education network for the Asia-Pacific region. This allowed commercial data to be analysed by experts that were geographically distributed across the globe. It also provided an entry point for a major Chinese commercial organization to approve use of a Grid solution in a new collaboration provided the centre of gravity of the data is retained within the jurisdiction of the data owner. We describe why, despite this approval, an embedded solution was eventually adopted. We find that ‘data sovereignty’ dominates any decision on whether and how to participate in e-Social Science collaborations and how this might impact on a Cloud based solution to this type of collaboration.
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Highlights
- digital data gathered by commercial organisations can supplement academic research
- trusted access to the supplied, commercial data in an acceptable secure environment is crucial
- reports UK(academic)-China(industry) collaboration on millions of consumer transactions
- builds on a decade of Grid work in China but rejects Cloud/Grid for embedded system
- data sovereignty key to research collaborations with companies from different countries
1. Introduction

“Social science is, in its broadest sense, the study of society and the manner in which people behave and impact on the world around us.”

UK Economic and Social Research Council, 2005
www.esrcsocietytoday.ac.uk

Understanding this behaviour, modeling its evolution and accurately forecasting future patterns is key to the formulation of a successful investment policy for both businesses and government, and hence key to the competitiveness of nations. For social sciences researchers accessing the quality and volume of data required to build these models however has always been difficult. This was highlighted by the Nobel Laureate for Economics Clive Granger, where, during his keynote address to the International Institute of Forecasters in 2004 [1], he noted that improvements in forecasting techniques over his career had been largely counter-balanced by a reduction in the quality of available data.

As noted by Halfpenny et al. [2] however, given the enormous amount of digital data that we generate as citizens in a digital world and the scale and variety of computing resources available to help researchers make sense of it, there are real opportunities to conduct social science that was impossible only a decade ago. Halfpenny et al. state that using routinely recorded transaction and administrative data potentially frees researchers from relying on relatively small sample surveys that ask people what they do. Instead, researchers can access enormous bodies of digital data about what people actually do, and when and where. Savage & Burrows [3] argue that only by embracing the opportunities that new forms of social data make possible can academic sociology be rescued from irrelevance, left behind by the numerous private and public sector organizations that are already exploiting this wealth of data to refine their products and services. However, in the authors’ experience, to make the best use of this data, input is required from the commercial entities that produced it since knowledge of the business processes applied to the data are required to properly interpret it.

EPCC and the Business School at the University of Edinburgh have a long history (since 1994) of investigating ways to exploit commercial, operational data in social sciences research. These collaborations with commerce and industry have all been, by their very nature, data intensive with the data coming from transport [4],[5], automotive [6], financial [7] and telecommunications [8] businesses. Such collaborations have arisen due to a perceived likely mutual benefit – the researchers get access to new data sources to analyse while the companies have early access to the results of the analyses and the possibility of influencing the research focus. Originally the scope of the data involved in these collaborations lay at a UK, regional or national level but in recent years as shown in Figure 1, this has extended to an international dimension with projects spanning national and even continental boundaries [9].

In undertaking these collaborations, a key aspect has been the building of computational infrastructures, modes of operations and the establishing of data exchange practices that allow research to take place within an environment that is sufficiently secure for the businesses involved to be prepared to allow their data to be analysed. Regardless, commercial sensitivities and obfuscation of data to secure commercial information and processes, in some cases, imposes quite severe constraints on the ability to interpret and analyse the data. This can make a researcher’s life more difficult than it would be if they were analysing data perceived to be of less commercial significance. With the transition
Beyond national boundaries, the issue of data sovereignty has also arisen as an additional requirement and added further complications to the existing constraints. Whilst these constraints may sometimes apply equally well to trans-national scientific collaborations it is worth highlighting the issue that is common to the analysis of commercial data about behaviour in society: that the value of the insights cannot be assessed prior to discovery and may not be of equal value to all collaborators, making goal convergence more challenging.

In this paper we describe the approaches taken in some of these collaborations, to tackle a company’s concerns and provide the researchers with a suitable environment. This paper shows that as technology has progressed, it has been possible to build global infrastructures for computation and collaboration between academic and industry collaborators that make research on this quality of data easier to conduct, provided it meets the security requirements of the data owners.

![Figure 1: The location of some of the collaboration participants. Earth texture provided by NASA (visibleearth.nasa.gov)](image)

2. Models of computation for e-Social Science

When the worth and necessary trust [10] for analysing commercial, operational data for social and scientific research has been established, the actual mechanisms for enabling researchers access to that data needs to be put in place.

For many companies, providing researchers with access to operational data on live production systems is not possible due to the potential impact on processes that are required for the company to operate. This combined with the possibility of inadvertent or even malicious interference with these production processes means that, understandably, companies are reluctant to provide live access even before other issues, such as security,
ethics and data protection, are taken into consideration. Moreover, production systems may
not have the computational capability to undertake the types of analyses the researchers wish

The remaining options for providing access then generally centre around physically giving a
snapshot of the data to the researcher. This allows the company to anonymise, obfuscate or
remove any data that they might regard as sensitive before passing it to the researcher for
them to host and analyse with their own compute platforms (i.e. moving the data to the
computation) or using some form of remote access, for example by the company providing
distributed access to some form of data warehouse that is under the company’s control.

Figure 2 schematically represents the different operational paradigms discussed in this paper
with regards to how a commercial-academic collaboration may be undertaken. These are:

- Traditional – as discussed above, where the commercial entity provides the academic
  researchers, or institution, with a commercially sanitised version of the data to be used
  by the academic parties.
- Embedded – if there are data sovereignty issues or where the data is deemed to be
  commercially sensitive, one possibility is to move a sufficiently large computational
  resource to within the company’s domain where any research has to be undertaken.
  This allows the company to monitor what is happening to their data a little more
  closely and gives them ultimate access control. It however does grant an external
  entity (i.e. an academic researcher) access to the company’s internal IT infrastructure.
  This requires the researcher to be isolated in some way to minimise any risk to the
  organisation itself.
- Grid – a virtual organisation can be created in order to share resources. In these
  circumstances the location of the data or computational resource can reside in either
  organisation but it does require the virtual organisation to be set up which is not a
  small undertaking.
- Cloud – the provision of third party hosting of computing power and hosting
  capabilities offers yet another way of establishing such an undertaking. Clearly,
  widening the trust circle increases the risk of data leakage. In some instances the
  virtualising of a resource can itself become an issue due to the increase in legislation
  regarding the exporting of personal data outside a region. This may impose strong
  requirements with regards to the localisation of the data.

The remainder of this paper sets out to describe particular instances of each of these
models.
3. Traditional – Moving the data to the computation

In the 1960s and 70s when the procurement lifecycle of university computers with government funding was measured in decades, computing at The University of Edinburgh had strong links with industry. Corporate computing was specialised, risky and expensive and so commercial companies used the main university computing facilities for batch processing at night. Note that the principal reason for the collaboration was operational rather than strategic research and consulting. This requirement was eliminated when companies started to invest in core transaction processing systems at levels that far exceeded that of the University sector.

The collaborations that developed to enable researchers from EPCC and the University of Edinburgh Business School access to commercial, operational data were close-knit affairs. Often the researchers and the company involved were located within the same city. All the collaborations, were, however, characterised by the need to transfer operational data to the researchers’ platforms. This was because enabling researchers to have direct access to on-line production systems would have interfered with operational processes. Moreover, the
companies did not have alternative computing platforms available to host the data for the researchers to access.

In the case of a collaboration with Kwik-Fit, the UK vehicle repair company, the research made use of the vast quantities of data keyed in daily from some Kwik-Fit centres to the main Kwik-Fit database [6]. At the time Kwik-Fit operated around 600 centres in the UK, performing vehicle repairs and supply replacement parts. Customers would drive to a centre and leave their car without a reservation, or make reservations. Customers expected fast, efficient service; generally a delay meant the customer going elsewhere. Clearly to satisfy this kind of customer expectation, centres had to be adequately staffed, otherwise business is lost. To explore this issue data was extracted from the central Kwik-Fit database and transferred to the researchers for analysis to uncover staff-related factors affecting business performance.

Towards the end of the 90s, the volume and sensitivity of the data involved increased significantly along with the relevance of computational requirements and restrictions on data exchange. In a collaboration with Lloyds TSB Bank Scotland plc, the aim was to evaluate and predict customer trends within the mortgage business [7]. As with previous collaborations, it was not possible to have direct access to the operational data on the company’s systems. Instead, the company’s database schemas were evaluated to determine the nature of the information it held. This involved direct cooperation with the company staff in order to understand their business processes and through this identify the appropriate and relevant data for analysis. This data was then transferred to an off-site computational platform. This meant extracting the data from the company’s systems, anonymising it by removing personal information and also the removal of any information deemed commercially sensitive by the company. This whole extraction and data screening process was undertaken by the company before a tape containing the data was finally handed over to be used for research. Further processing was then necessary to deal with formatting issues resulting from the use of different computer architectures at the research and company sites. Only once this was complete could the actual analysis begin. Due to the volume of data involved these various steps required significant processing times. Even though this collaboration involved significantly increased complexity and constraints, it was still essentially a local collaboration with all the participants as well as the company data centre, located within an hour’s car journey of each other thus making the transfer of data via physical media and meetings between relevant company staff and researchers fairly straightforward.

In the beginning of the 00s, these local collaborations evolved into national level collaborations such as that with the Cheltenham & Gloucester plc. Here, once again, this involved a data transfer but the interactions between relevant company staff and researchers also shifted to more use of email and telephone with less frequent face-to-face contact due to the distances involved. This style of interaction was in effect just an extension to the local interactions of the previous projects where the participants were within a few hours drive where instead of car the form of transport was a plane.

4. Distributed computing: Moving the computation to the data

The advent of the Grid as a distributed computing model offered the promise of “pervasive and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities” [11]. This ‘pervasiveness’
made it attractive to think of this approach to high-end computing as an infrastructure for a highly competitive ‘virtual’ organisation.

Competitiveness in this required more emphasis on control and by 2000 the same infrastructure was described as: “necessarily, highly controlled, with resource providers and consumers defining clearly and carefully what is shared, who is allowed to share, and the conditions under which sharing occurs” [12].

The benefits that Grid technologies could provide is in abstracting the data and compute locations and enable interested parties (people) at geographically distributed locations to collaborate using shared resources. Moreover it potentially allowed the data provider to have more control of access to the data and so enable them to turn off access to all or just part of the data as they saw fit. It also potentially allowed them to open up access if they become more trusting of the researcher and see a particular route of enquiry. From the company’ perspective this meant that they could allow researchers access without the time-consuming overhead of data preparation and transfer and enable easier access to more up to date data.

The collaboration with First plc [4], [5], the global transport provider, was concerned with investigating precisely this.

This collaboration investigated the deployment of an early implementation of the Open Grid Services Architecture Data Access and Integration services (OGSA-DAI) [13] software within First’s South Yorkshire bus operational environment and answered specific business questions through a short data mining analysis using OGSA-DAI enabled data sources. Through OGSA-DAI interfaces, disparate, heterogeneous data sources and resources could be treated as a single logical resource. The OGSA-DAI services provided the basic operations for performing sophisticated operations such as data federation and distributed queries, hiding concerns such as database driver technology, data formatting techniques and delivery mechanisms. The data sources used were from the following systems within First South Yorkshire:

- Customer Contact – this recorded correspondence with customers including commendations and complaints.
- Vehicle Mileage – this recorded the daily vehicle mileage for bus services.
- Ticket Revenue – this contained the daily tickets sold and the money taken for the bus services.
- Schedule Adherence – a satellite tracking system that recorded whether a bus is arriving and departing on time from a bus stop.

These systems were located at various company sites, on differing platforms in different database systems. The databases ranged from SQL sources to ODBC sources to COBOL files.

This work established the viability of using Grid technologies to enable researchers to have remote access to commercial data. It also demonstrated the potential of enabling such analyses across different data sources. Figure 3 illustrates the combination of data from two of these sources showing the obvious relationship between customer satisfaction and vehicle reliability.
Due to commercial confidentiality more detailed descriptions of the results of the various analyses undertaken were not published, however the then senior IT management at First South Yorkshire said that these provided important insights into their bus operations that would revolutionise the way they did business [5].

Though ‘control’, ‘security’ and ‘trust’ are inter-related, the distinction between access to a computational resource and a data resource was significant. Security in relation to access to data tended to be de-emphasised within the ‘Big Science’ community, as data was plentiful, openly shared and hence computational performance was the critical design objective. Securing, encrypting and protecting data would reduce this aspect of performance.

In 2003 the INWA Grid [9] went live between the UK and Australia, via the USA but in this case the data being distributed on an intercontinental scale were large national samples of the consumption of financial services and telecommunications services drawn from commercial companies. In this case the INWA team had to write the security protocols that were embedded in later releases of the Grid Middleware to overcome a significant ‘compatibility’ barrier to adoption [14].

This focus on the needs of an infrastructure for trusted collaborations between social scientists and commercial organisations also extended to considerations of how a ‘typical’ social scientist working in a commodity-computing environment would interface Grid access to their existing toolsets and hence overcome one major learning curve barrier to adoption[15].

The viability of remote access via Grid technologies was tested to the extreme on the INWA Grid [9]. This used Grid technologies to link domain experts, data analysts, data and compute resources at EPCC in The University of Edinburgh, and Curtin Business School in Western Australia. Due to the configuration of National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) at that time all network traffic generated between the UK and Australia had to be routed through the USA. The data underpinning the collaboration were large national samples of individual behaviour within global markets for telecommunications and financial services. These data were direct exports from core business transaction-processing systems and critical to the competitiveness of the data owners. The data were also subject to strict

**Figure 3: Lost miles and customer complaints (from [5])**

Due to commercial confidentiality more detailed descriptions of the results of the various analyses undertaken were not published, however the then senior IT management at First South Yorkshire said that these provided important insights into their bus operations that would revolutionise the way they did business [5].

Though ‘control’, ‘security’ and ‘trust’ are inter-related, the distinction between access to a computational resource and a data resource was significant. Security in relation to access to data tended to be de-emphasised within the ‘Big Science’ community, as data was plentiful, openly shared and hence computational performance was the critical design objective. Securing, encrypting and protecting data would reduce this aspect of performance.

In 2003 the INWA Grid [9] went live between the UK and Australia, via the USA but in this case the data being distributed on an intercontinental scale were large national samples of the consumption of financial services and telecommunications services drawn from commercial companies. In this case the INWA team had to write the security protocols that were embedded in later releases of the Grid Middleware to overcome a significant ‘compatibility’ barrier to adoption [14].

This focus on the needs of an infrastructure for trusted collaborations between social scientists and commercial organisations also extended to considerations of how a ‘typical’ social scientist working in a commodity-computing environment would interface Grid access to their existing toolsets and hence overcome one major learning curve barrier to adoption [15].

The viability of remote access via Grid technologies was tested to the extreme on the INWA Grid [9]. This used Grid technologies to link domain experts, data analysts, data and compute resources at EPCC in The University of Edinburgh, and Curtin Business School in Western Australia. Due to the configuration of National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) at that time all network traffic generated between the UK and Australia had to be routed through the USA. The data underpinning the collaboration were large national samples of individual behaviour within global markets for telecommunications and financial services. These data were direct exports from core business transaction-processing systems and critical to the competitiveness of the data owners. The data were also subject to strict
privacy laws within each jurisdiction. Together these established constraints on the types of
data exchanged and the types of analyses permitted. Accordingly security at all levels of the
interaction was the single most critical concern, and perceptions of the intrinsic security of
one model for distributed computing versus another remain critical when selecting an
infrastructure for collaborations of this scale. Given the distances involved, many of the
interactions between the researchers in Edinburgh and Curtin were undertaken via video-
conferencing using Access Grid and with the company via telephone. There were some face-
to-face meetings but these were kept to a minimum due to the costs and distances.

The partners involved in the INWA project included a bank that supplied data for 20% of the
UK mortgage market and an Asian-Australian telecommunications company that supplied
data on 1 million customers as well as public data providers such as the Valuer General’s
Office in Western Australia. The analyses of these commercial data and their combination
with public data sources such as residential property valuations and classifications were
undertaken by analysts located in the UK and Australia. Interactions between analysts were
necessary due to their complementary skills in data analysis and business knowledge. Where
time windows permitted these interactions took place via Access Grid. This ability for
analysts to work in real time was crucial in ensuring that ambiguities in the data, analyses
results and their interpretation could be identified and dealt with early.

Outputs from the researchers using the INWA Grid infrastructure included models of
consumer behaviour with extremely high predictive accuracy (>80%) validated on unseen
data, in two highly volatile global markets – telecommunications and financial services.
Significant market shares in each case were analysed, allowing complex human behaviour to
be modelled and predictions to be made about ‘if’ a certain behaviour was likely to occur and
‘when’. This combination of observations provided a much richer picture of behaviour than
had hitherto been available to the collaborating companies, and could even be used to identify
unsatisfied, latent demand and new, emerging market segments.

The INWA Grid was successfully extended to China in 2004 with the direct help of the
Director General and staff of the Computer Network and Information Center of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. It evolved from nodes in Edinburgh, Scotland and Perth, Western
Australia in 2003, to a third at the Computer and Network Information Center, Chinese
Academy of Sciences in Beijing in 2004 [9]. In 2007 a fourth node in Xi’an, see Figure 4,
was connected to demonstrate the INWA Grid across the first large-scale research and
education network in the Asia Pacific region—the Trans Eurasia Information Network
(TEIN2) [16],[17]. This allowed an alternative configuration of the INWA Grid, passing data
traffic across the shortest possible route between China and the UK, instead of routing the
'long way round' the world via the US. This improves the performance of distributed
computing jobs and provides a network route that is faster, easier to manage, and hence
potentially more secure. The Xi’an demonstration showed how public domain Grid software
could carry the data, video and voice interactions needed to steer the computation, tracing
each type of transfer in real time across the network, and showing how Grid security could be
applied to every type of interaction managed as a single session and across the same network
route [9]. A further reason for establishing the nodes in China was to find a Chinese
company willing to enter into a collaboration using the INWA Grid.
The geographical extent of the INWA Grid is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 also shows the principal Research and Education networks connecting the EU to East Asia including TEIN2 which gives the shortest possible network access to this region from Europe.
In 2007 this Grid was used to demonstrate the first connection of the Trans-Eurasian Information Network (TEIN2) into China, from Xi’an. TEIN2 (Yellow), ORIENT (Blue), GÉANT2 (Purple). Earth texture provided by NASA (visibleearth.nasa.gov). Network links include abstractions from GLIF graphics (www.glif.is).

5. The Cloud – Moving the data and the computation

It has been argued that Cloud Computing has emerged from Grid Computing and represents the increasing trend towards the external deployment of IT resources, such as computational power, storage or business applications, and obtaining them as services [18]. According to [19], Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access, to a shared pool of configurable computing resources, (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.

The arrival of Cloud Computing offers the possibility to ease the potential for academic-commercial collaborations since, on the surface at least, cloud computing removes the need for either the academic or the company, to host and maintain the infrastructure for hosting the data and the computation for its analysis. This, however, requires both parties to trust a third party with the security and accessibility of the data. Establishing this trust can be a major undertaking and depends heavily on the selected deployment model, as governance of data is outsourced and delegated out of the owner’s strict control[20]. In traditional architectures, establishing trust can be assisted by an efficient security policy that addresses constraints on access by external systems and adversaries including programs and access to data by people [20]. In a cloud deployment, this perception is totally obscured and in the case of public or community clouds, control is delegated to the organization owning the infrastructure [20].

Depending on the technical capabilities and software licensing on the chosen cloud platform, there may also be restrictions on the types of analyses that can be performed notwithstanding any constraints placed by the collaborating company.

Further given the global nature of cloud computing where servers are sited in locations across the world, the actual location of the data provided in the cloud infrastructure may also cause constraints on the types of analyses that can be performed. More importantly, the country of the data’s origin may impose legal restrictions on where that data can be sited thus restricting the choice of the cloud platforms that can be used [21].

This is because Data Sovereignty is a major legislative hurdle to overcome for a cloud-based solution. For example in Australia, Brett Winterford in October 2010 [22] reported that the proposed Australian legislation "Privacy Principle 8 requires that any organisation storing information that identifies Australian citizens in overseas data centres must ensure that the organisation hosting that data offers the same protections as what is stated in Australia's Privacy Principles". Despite this, some companies claim to have dealt with the data sovereignty issue (see for example Wisekey [23]) and are actively promoting themselves to government bodies.

To investigate further, issues surrounding collaborations with developing countries in East Asia, the authors conducted a workshop titled "Information Business Growth and
Competitiveness in the Asia and Pacific region’ at the 2010 Asian Internet Engineering Conference (AINTEC) [24] in Bangkok, Thailand.

The workshop was intended to bring together industry, government and academic participants. The purpose being to explore these issues from differing social, technical and legal perspectives, structured by a critical focus on existing Eurasian collaborations carried by GEANT and TEIN3 [25] network infrastructure across a region inhabited by more than 70% of the world’s population and the majority of current economic growth. The workshop attendees came from China, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and the UK.

Industry and academic concerns were well represented, however the active participation of government representatives was low. This was compensated for, to some degree, by the participation of Information Technology consultants and a Thai Internet Service Provider (ISP), who all cited the important role of government in regulating the competition. One example given was the unintended consequence of security interventions in the ISP market. Should any website content be found that contravenes a regulation then the servers are confiscated, creating little impact for the criminal who is highly likely to be technically competent and to have made contingency plans for this eventuality, for example simply moving a backup to another provider. This however, causes severe business continuity problems for the local business using a local web-hosting service. Such a business in these circumstances now needs to find another host to re-load their own backup since the ISP may have lost all their hardware and data. The feeling from the ISP provider was that this encourages local businesses to move ‘off-shore’ where the risks of operating through a distant provider are seen as lower than the business continuity risk of local sourcing. This in turn reduces job opportunities for youth in Thailand who ‘want to contribute to a knowledge economy rather than simply consuming’.

Most of the challenges identified during the workshop placed Government as a major enabler and barrier to progress. Workshops such as ours were felt to be important in forming, and perhaps influencing, such priorities.

When collaborating with developing countries such as Thailand we therefore anticipate that we may experience the same data sovereignty issues. Thus any UK institution requiring access to local data may need to do so by accessing facilities in that country either on-site or remotely. However, when using local facilities to accommodate data sovereignty, the necessary compute performance is unlikely to be available for a number of reasons. Challenges specifically identified during the AINTEC 2010 workshop, which are also widely applicable included:

- Infrastructure access is limited and acceptable use policies defining access to shared national facilities are evolving rather than static. This can lead to planning difficulties.
- Licensing – the difficulty of mixing commercial and academic research in an environment where the licensing may not be appropriate. This is just as applicable in the UK.
- Sharing of both compute cycles and skills was considered more difficult locally than in other regions.
- Information goods were more expensive locally – including core application software that international partners might assume were at the same cost or cheaper. Indeed general computing costs are considered high which contributes to the illegal pirating of software in these countries.
• Privacy/Security concerns and regulations were seen as potentially restrictive and possibly offering a competitive differentiator if they enabled participation in specific markets for specialised analyses.

• Open source software is seen as ‘Western’ with limited participation from East Asia – there are limited opportunities to make this type of software reflect local needs.

Given these challenges, provided the data sovereignty issue can be circumvented then cloud computing does offer a valid migration path. Cost of access, however, to a cloud infrastructure may be perceived as a problem relative to developed countries where costs are now low enough that many are considering it. Needless to say, cloud computing still allows cheaper, easier access to compute power compared to having to buy and operate a supercomputer [26]. The question then becomes the key concern expressed in the workshop in Thailand: what it takes to develop a nation that can participate fully in the new markets that arise as a producer ‘rather than simply consuming’, and here the question becomes one of breadth versus depth. It is possible to define and deploy a cloud far faster and cheaper than it is to build and operate a supercomputer and make it accessible to the same user community, but the requisite skill sets involved are different. It is widely held that: “achieving world class skills is the key to achieving economic success and social justice in the new global economy” [27] and yet “no one can accurately predict future demand for particular skill types”. This remains an open question and we raise it here as a caution only.

To complement the findings of this workshop, a series of experiments were undertaken to further investigate the regional dependencies of Cloud infrastructures [26]. Due to the global nature of Cloud computing, it may be more advantageous to submit applications to the Cloud environment from one part of the world than another. This variability can have a substantial effect where, for example, the operational costs of one organisation may be greater than that of another based in a different country using the same technologies.

Regional cost differences, dependent on where an instance is deployed, are known to exist in, for example, Amazon EC2[28]. We, however, chose to test whether differences exist dependent on a user's job submission location and whether they are significant enough to make it advantageous for a researcher to submit a data analysis job to Amazon EC2 from one location than any other. To examine such differences, the same job was submitted from two distant and distinct locations in the world, the UK and Thailand.

We ran a distributed R [29] data analytics application over two Standard On-Demand Large EC2 instances (m1.large) each with 7.5 GB of main memory, and 2 cores each with 2 EC2 Compute Units. These instances were located in the US East Region within the us-east-1b Availability Zone.

The job ran the SPRINT parallel implementation ([30],[31]) of the R Pearson correlation function to process a randomly generated dataset consisting of 11,000 rows and 321 columns.

The principal focus was to create an experiment that was fair and consistent across runs, hence a collection of scripts was created to automatically instantiate instances, setup the experiment, run the experiment and teardown instances allowing the experiment to be run consistently by multiple researchers regardless of whether they were in the UK or Thailand. In collaboration with Dr Sornthep Vannarat, Head of the Large Scale Simulation Laboratory from the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC), the experiment could be performed in Thailand. Once the computation was complete, the cost and resource
usages were obtained from the Amazon EC2 invoice and resource Usage Report (a simple xml or csv file) respectively.

To ensure the results were valid, confirmation was required that Dr Vannarat’s Amazon EC2 account was tied to an address in Thailand, otherwise if not, different charges could be seen. Another option, later ruled out, was to submit a job via a Thai Virtual Private Network (VPN) from the UK, however charges would still be tied to the Amazon EC2 UK account, incurring UK costs as explained in the results section later in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>IDT Data In</th>
<th>IDT Data Out</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>I/O Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>$2.52</td>
<td>0.274 GB</td>
<td>0.008 GB</td>
<td>0.151 GB</td>
<td>46,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>0.205 GB</td>
<td>0.007 GB</td>
<td>0.151 GB</td>
<td>84,103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table I we can see that the total cost of running two large instances for the same period of time, including other associated costs such as data transfer and I/O requests, is more expensive when the job is submitted from the UK than in Thailand. This is caused by the level of taxation within the two countries where the UK charges Value Added Tax (VAT) at 20%, hence an increase in $0.42, whereas Thailand charges no taxes. For small and cash-flow sensitive businesses and research institutions, this difference may have a significant impact, for example, a business spending $4,000 on cloud costs per month. For one year of use, the contribution to VAT at 20% would be $9,600; more than two months of cloud usage. The impact of VAT differentiation on market share has been studied across Europe and found to have a highly significant impact, for example a 10-15% reduction in price leading to predicted increases in demand of 70%[32]; VAT is therefore one of the many important choices a global organization must factor into account when choosing where to operate from and provides a significant incentive for adopting a cloud model to migrate data to regions where running costs are lower.

Note that total running costs must take into account regional cost differences and whether tax is charged; prices specified by Amazon are not taxed however if VAT is charged in your country, additional costs apply. In such cases, taxes are calculated based on the address of a user’s account and so the service might be outsourced to a tax-free region, reducing the direct cost of the final service offered to the consumer, making it possible to price any service provided with more sensitivity to the competition.

Alongside monitoring experiment costs, the amount of resources used was also obtained. Table I shows significant differences for I/O requests and Internet Data Transfer (IDT) inwards. 70MB's of extra data transferred to the US Region from the UK was recorded, accounting for an addition of $0.01 compared to the Thailand run. This is likely caused by data retransmissions when transmitting data to the instances and installing the necessary packages for the experiment to run. This table also shows 37,580 fewer recorded I/O requests from the UK, accounting for $0.01 less than its counterpart, hence levelling the costs of both runs. Why such a phenomenon occurs is likely to result from EC2's underlying storage reading and writing mechanisms, however experimentation to uncover the exact cause of this variability is future work.
The structure of Amazon EC2 may also bring limitations to those with applications that require the highest performance available or those with data privacy issues. In the former case, an application that transfers large amounts of data from an external web service in the UK to run computations, would perform better if the instances were located in Amazon's European Region as opposed to the US or Asia Region, due to the locality of the data. In this case, we may see an increase in data transmission and computation speeds. Hence an organisation must perform a full analysis of their computation job to determine its characteristics - for example, whether data must be transferred long distances - allowing a decision to be made on whether lower costs or higher performance is of utmost importance.

In the latter case of data privacy, organisations may be disadvantaged by regulations from countries within their continent that do not have an Amazon Region present (e.g. Africa or Australia) if no cloud or virtualisation based providers operate locally. A business or research institution with sensitive data may not be allowed to use computational services residing in other Regions, hence reducing its competitiveness with others where a cloud service is present.

A number of different researchers have performed detailed examinations into the performance of the Amazon EC2, some focused solely on performance variability. However it must not be forgotten that other cloud solutions exist, such as Google AppEngine, Microsoft Azure and Rackspace, to name a few. While Amazon EC2 may be today's most popular cloud, analysing the performance and cost variability of other providers is essential.

Iosup et al [33] examine the long-term performance variability of EC2 paying particular attention to the variability of many AWS services that are connected to EC2 such as SimpleDB and the Simple Queue Service. They also consider AppEngine's Python environment showing the completion time differences over the period of a year, as well as the variability of other related services, such as Memcache and Datastore.

Schad et al, [34] investigate the variability of EC2's CPU, I/O and network performance via micro-benchmarks. They show that small and large instances suffer from large performance variations, which may be partly caused by the underlying hardware an instance is deployed on, such as the AMD versus Intel processors. They also show variations exist between Availability Zones, both in terms of network and CPU performance. A further study would be required to determine the optimum hardware setup and Availability Zone to deploy a computation job.

6. Embedded – Moving the computation to the data

The physical networks shown in Figure 5 represent significant and sustained collaboration between multiple national agencies across all of the regions it transits. Within China, this connectivity reflects cooperation with and between different Ministries with interests in national research and education infrastructure. However, whilst the presence of such infrastructure and secure distributed computing are both necessary for intrinsically valuable data to be collaboratively analysed, they are not sufficient [35]. Since 2004, the authors have held a series of detailed discussions with organisations from the banking, telecommunications
and retail sectors, but it took until 2010 for a legal collaboration agreement to be formally constituted and until 2011 for data to be made available for collaborative research.

This extended period was necessary to formulate legal definitions of distributed computing in which the locus of data was explicit. It was also necessary to allow the adaptations required to domesticate a ‘proven’ technology, the INWA Grid, so that it aligned with existing policies, and where possible with existing business processes and procedures or explicitly established new ones. Examples of steps taken in this case include security enhancements, taking care not to impact what Silverstone [36] cautions as “the potential for real change and real engagements” of the overall system, and ISO certification as a practical step towards Leonard-Barton’s [37] “implementation is innovation”. This was in effect a “co-production of the social and the technical” [38].

Following the successful demonstration in 2007 of the INWA node in establishing that inter-continental research on such commercial data sources was viable, a subsequent collaboration with a Chinese commercial company started in 2010. This collaboration worked with anonymised, data on tens of millions of consumer transactions provided by the company in 2011. The original intention was to extend the INWA Grid to a node at the participating company with a further extension to the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Beijing should extra compute and storage be required. To alleviate the company’s concern over security and data sovereignty, this option required the use of a leased line between the company and CAS. Given the costs of such a leased line it was decided to purchase and locate a new machine directly in the company’s data centre that would be of sufficient power and capacity for the collaboration. The intention being that this machine would therefore form the company’s node on the INWA Grid with the machine sitting directly on the company’s network. Subsequently, the company decided they wanted to allow access to this node via Virtual Private Network rather than Grid technologies. This final configuration therefore echoes Gray’s [39] conclusion that the economic solution is usually to physically place computational resource near the data since ‘it is fine to send a GB over the network if it saves years of computation - but it is not economic to send a kilobyte question if the answer could be computed locally in a second'.

It is this final configuration that this collaboration has allowed, for the first time, e-Social Sciences researchers at a UK university access to consumer data from a Chinese commercial company. Whilst it might appear that the collaboration could have taken place ten years earlier using a similar infrastructure, the reality is that politically, economically and technically this collaboration between a Chinese company and UK researchers would not have been possible. Most obviously connection speeds alone would have been prohibitive for day-to-day access to the data node thus making any interactive data analysis impossible and the building and activation of batch jobs difficult to say the least. The introduction of the TEIN2 (in January 2006 [40]) and subsequently TEIN3 (extended to South Asia in December 2009 [25][22]) networks has vastly improved connection speeds and are one of the reasons for making this collaboration possible. There are numerous, further reasons, around even fundamentals such as power supply, but these are beyond the scope of this current paper.

7. Conclusions

Physically embedding systems with an organisation’s Data Center is a challenging task for e-Social Science researchers, and at first sight a much less attractive option than moving the
 organisation’s data to a suitable computing facility. As reported here, for Edinburgh researchers collaborating with a Chinese company the need to maintain the centre of gravity of the data within a single legal jurisdiction and the long distance between that location and the INWA Grid facilities at the Chinese Academy of Sciences and The University of Edinburgh meant that cost-performance considerations made it more economic to invest in local compute power than to distribute the computation.

Alternative Grid and Cloud computing models have the same exposure to communications cost at an architectural level. We found that a Grid model was acceptable to our industry partners, even when distributed over thousands of kilometres but, the security questions that were in circulation at that time about Cloud computing prevented any exploration of that as an alternative.

When we tested these types of engagement – data sharing and analysis using third party distributed computing facilities - with business, academic and government stakeholders in Thailand we found similar concerns about systems that can be differentiated in terms of data sovereignty. However, the concerns raised were far more profoundly linked to development of these services as a business within Thailand that serves both domestic and export markets. In all cases the role of government was considered critical to successful capability development. By running the same application from two distinct parts of the world, Thailand and the UK, we showed that contrasting costs emerge due to the local taxes employed by the country, adding a new dimension to the flexibility provided by a cloud solution. This flexibility however may be constrained due data privacy laws restricting where data can be sent for data processing.

Whilst the INWA Grid vision has achieved a move from a demonstrator of UK-China e-Social Science capability to a direct industry engagement, the use of an earlier computing model for this first engagement should not be viewed as a rejection of the Grid model. Rather this is a stage in the development required because of the trust-building process.

Indeed it is because of the time taken in this trust-building process that an embedded solution has another advantage. Years in trust building and the drafting of suitable legal agreements, means that an embedded system allows trials and testing for Quality Assurance prior to release of the data, and has the potential of more currency in data terms compared to an export of large data archives that had been rationalized for record-keeping requirements and requires unpacking. With an embedded system there is the potential for developing a routine export whilst the data is still live and the data context can be inspected. If the organizational data is intended to provide a window on behaviour for social science analysis, then an embedded system has the possibility of establishing a much closer and longer-term relationship than any other computing model whilst keeping the migration path open.
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